Product Knowledge Training
Video Quiz 3

“How to Maintain and Rebuild an Albion Bulk Caulk Gun”

(http://albioneng.com/product-resources-videos)
1.) Match the product description with the Albion part number: (6pts.)

1  Barrel  21-1
2  Barrel brush  3-5
3  Conical ejector  5-1
4  Lock ring  800-G01
5  Leather packing cups  237-10
6  Washer  29-G28

2.) After removing the front cap, what is the recommended tool for removing the conical ejector and lock nut? (2pts.)

Answer: __________________________________________________________

3.) What is the recommended way to clean the leather packing cups after use? (2pts.)

Answer: __________________________________________________________

4.) True or False: Once cleaned, the leather packing cups need to be soaked in motor oil overnight before rebuilding your gun, for best performance. (1pt.)

5.) True or False: The thrust washer must remain in the gun. (1pt.)

6.) True or False: For best barrel swivel performance, when reassembling the barrel to the drive, thread it down until there is just a slight drag. (1pt.)

7.) True or False: If your square rod is notched with wear, you can extend its life by removing it and rotating ¼ turn. (1pt.)

8.) True or False: If your square rod is notched with wear, you can extend its life by removing it and rotating ¼ turn. (1pt.)

Bonuses Question: (5pts.) What is the best way to confirm the gun is working properly once it has been rebuilt?

Score:__________/20